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WHATEVER INDUSTRY YOU’RE IN, WE HAVE 
ONLINE COURSES TO HELP YOU HANDLE 
THOSE TOUGH, EVERYDAY ISSUES.

At Armstrong, we understand that in any 

industry, utility management is as challenging 

as it is crucial. Every day you’re faced with new 

demands and rising expectations to achieve 

more with less. Your job may be growing more 

difficult, but Armstrong University is here to  

make it easier.

Armstrong University Online gives you easy 

access to in-depth information and expertise that 

encompasses the processes, systems, products 

and requirements that are vital to serving your 

industry. We offer comprehensive online training, 

education and learning opportunities, available 

from the convenience of your computer, tablet  

or smartphone. 

WE’LL SHOW YOU NEW AND BETTER WAYS 
TO SAVE TIME, MONEY AND ENERGY.

Armstrong University Online offers courses to 

help you achieve all the following, and more.

• Increase production uptime and yield

• Maximize quality and profitability

• Improve safety

• Raise efficiency while cutting costs 

• Reduce your carbon footprint

• Provide safety and comfort for customers,  
patients and staff

• Improve individual job performance 

• Increase the value of employees throughout  
your organization

OUR CURRICULUM GIVES YOU ACCESS TO 
THE KNOWLEDGE YOU NEED TO MANAGE 
YOUR UTILITY MORE EFFECTIVELY.

The coursework found in Armstrong University 

has been carefully developed by energy and 

thermal utility system specialists and leading 

technical experts with over 2,000 years of 

collective, practical experience. Our extensive 

and growing curriculum spans 12 colleges of 

learning and over 100 courses of study in steam, 

humidification, hot water, water treatment, 

refrigeration, flow measurement, environmental 

health and safety, and more.

Begin with our free introductory courses, or 

choose from intermediate and advanced paid 

courses that offer deeper material. Course 

bundles that qualify for Continuing Education 

Units (CEUs) are also available. Armstrong can 

even create a custom curriculum that’s tailored 

for your organization and delivered at your site 

or through one of our global learning centers, 

whichever is most convenient.
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ARMSTRONG GLOBAL LEARNING CENTERS
ARMSTRONG HAS LEARNING CENTERS ACROSS THE GLOBE.

Our Learning Centers are located in: Three Rivers, Michigan (USA); Liege, Belgium; Beijing, China; 

Nagoya, Japan; and very soon in Guadalajara, Mexico. Many of Armstrong’s representatives 

throughout the world operate their own learning centers. Armstrong locations in India, Korea and other 

parts of the world have portable demonstration capabilities that allow us to bring the seminar to you. 

WE OFFER INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC TRAINING 
AND SEMINARS TO ADDRESS YOUR MOST 
COMMON, DAILY ISSUES.

More than a century of sage knowledge and 

in-depth expertise allows us to provide unique 

learning opportunities designed for your industry. 

If you’re in hospitality or another institutional 

industry, we can show you how to operate 

more efficiently while increasing satisfaction 

and safety for guests and staff. For hydrocarbon 

and chemical refineries, we can help you 

reduce energy use and achieve more uptime 

by eliminating process interruptions. For food, 

beverage or pharmaceutical companies, we 

can show you ways to increase both product 

and labor safety, and production and yield. In 

addition to our seminars for individual industries, 

Armstrong University also provides a regular 

schedule of general industry seminars.

WE OFFER CUSTOM SEMINARS AND  
ON-DEMAND WEBINARS.

For those who are remotely located and need  

an Internet-based option, Armstrong provides 

on-demand webinars that cover specific subjects. 

If you have a particular need or area of interest, 

consider having a seminar customized for  

your personnel. 

SEMINARS AND OTHER LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES GIVE YOU ACCESS  
TO OUR UNIQUE LEGACY OF KNOWLEDGE.

Our seminars are hands-on sessions, conducted at our Learning Centers, worldwide. Armstrong Global 

Learning Centers are equipped with the latest functional and cutaway equipment, making  

it possible for you to actually see how utility systems operate.

Seminars begin with the basics, move on to best methods for installation and application, and 

conclude by exploring ways to maximize return on your energy investment. They are taught by trained 

Armstrong experts who have the technical background and field experience necessary to ensure that 

you receive relevant, understandable information. Many of Armstrong’s seminars qualify for Continuing 

Education Units (CEUs).
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READY TO LEARN MORE?

For information about our extensive curriculum of online courses, training, 

seminars and other learning opportunities, visit Armstrong University 

at armstronginternational.com. To schedule a seminar, contact one of 

the Armstrong Learning Center Coordinators listed on the Armstrong 

University Seminar page. You can also reach us by sending an email to: 

university@armstronginternational.com.



KNOWLEDGE NOT SHARED 
IS ENERGY WASTED.® 
One of Armstrong International’s greatest strengths is our 

wealth of knowledge, experience and insight, derived from 

more than 100 years of providing thermal utility solutions 

for customers all over the world. Since 1958, we’ve been 

sharing that knowledge with tens of thousands of students, 

ranging from pipefitters and utility engineers to energy czars. 

Armstrong is a true, sage brand and we’re fully committed to 

giving you access to all that we’ve learned to help you make 

the smartest possible decisions for your company. 
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INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS IN STEAM, AIR, AND HOT WATER


